Stander X: Riding Mower
The Wright Stander X: The Stander of Performance in the lawn mower industry.
Built with the most advanced and dependable mowing technology available, the Stander X™, like all
Wright mowers, is the definition of commercial mower productivity and durability. With innovative cutting
deck technology such as anti-clumping baffles to prevent debris buildup and a vacuum effect to pull grass
upright for the cleanest cut possible, you’ll find that mowing the Wright way gives you the best results in
the shortest amount of time. Compare the Wright Stander X to Scag mowers or any other type of
commercial mower, but this type of quality, durability and efficiency can only be found in a Wright mower.
Like all Wright mowers, the Stander X™ provides many benefits:











Rugged and durable deck sizes of 48”, 52” and 61”
Engines: 22.0 and 23.5 HP Kawasaki;
24.2 HP Kohler Command Pro EFI; 24.0 HP Briggs Vanguard
Quick Cut™ height adjustment
Low center of gravity and large wheels for hillside stability
Hydro-Gear® 15 cu. in. wheel motors and 12 cc pumps with cooling fans
Sealed tapered roller bearings in front casters
No seat, seat belts or arm rests mean you can step off for a quick exit or to pick up debris

The Wright AERO CORE DECK™ is one of the most advanced cutting decks in the world today. With
turn-on-a-dime maneuverability and state of the art vacuum technology, the AERO CORE DECK™
delivers unparalleled cut quality and mower control to your commercial mower. Coupling this cutting edge
technology with Wright’s sterling reputation for commercial mower longevity, the Wright Stander X™ is a
commercial mower in a class of its own.







Compact footprint and space-saving design
Recessed caster wheels for a smaller turning radius
Air-tapered surfaces that eliminate clumping
Airflow that stands grass up for a uniform cut
Anti-scalp rollers for smooth, even results on varying terrain

These specifications for commercial mowers speak for themselves. Scag mowers and Grasshopper
mowers don’t have this same type of technology. Test out a Wright Stander X™ and see for yourself! Or,
try one of our other Wright mowers like the latest Stander Intensity.
Wright provides a 2-year Limited Warranty on all commercial mowers, which covers parts and
labor. See your local Wright mower dealer for further details on this and other top-of-the-line
Wright commercial mowers.

Stander ZK: Riding Mower
Even your biggest mowing jobs are a breeze with unprecedented control, speed, and stability.
It’s more than just a new look for the Stander ZK™—it’s a complete rethinking and re-engineering of one
of today’s most capable stand-on mowers. Every aspect of the ZK has been upgraded for increased
reliability – with better balance, lighter weight, a larger, roomier foot platform, internal wet disc brakes and
so much more. And, it now comes with the AERO CORE™ deck for unbeatable performance under any
mowing conditions. From every viewpoint, it’s a must-see for any professional who needs a machine that
can do it all.










Rugged, durable deck sizes of 52” and 61”
Engines: 25.5 and 27.0 HP Kawasaki
Short overall length for greater maneuverability than any mid-mount Z
Outstanding performance on hills with low center of gravity and wider track on 61” model
Increased room to move around on platform for quick step-offs to exit or to pick up debris
Fully independent L/R hydro systems
Improved mulching performance
Elastomer bumpers for progressive ride control



Larger fuel capacity

The Stander ZK comes with one of the most advanced cutting decks available today, the revolutionary
Wright AERO CORE™ deck. Every inch of the deck is designed to deliver unparalleled cut quality, turnon-a-dime maneuverability and the reliability you expect from Wright. The AERO CORE™ deck includes:






Compact footprint and space-saving design
Recessed caster wheels for a smaller turning radius
Air-tapered surfaces that eliminate clumping
Airflow that stands grass up for a uniform cut
Anti-scalp rollers for smooth, even results on varying terrain

Wright provides a 2-year Limited Warranty on mowers, which covers parts and labor. See your
local Wright dealer for further details.

Stander I: Riding Mower
Bringing the compact stand-on to a whole new level.
The Stander Intensity brings the extra compact stand-on to a powerful new level. The Stander I is
compact yet versatile enough to take on the big jobs, with even better weight distribution for handling hilly
terrain. And now with the free floating AERO CORE™ cutter deck, the Stander I delivers cut quality that’s
second to none in any mowing environment. The most reliable, rock solid mower just got better. And
that’s a beautiful thing.










Rugged and durable deck sizes of 36”, 48”
and 52”
Engines: 18.5, 19.0 and 22.0 HP Kawasaki
Deck height adjustable in ¼” increments
Smaller size means you can fit more mowers on a trailer
No seat, seat belts or arm rests mean you can step off for a quick exit or to pick up debris
Floating foot platform provides greater comfort to a wider range of operators
Quick access to hoses and pumps for easier maintenance
Outstanding control and handling for trim mowing

The Stander I comes with one of the most advanced cutting decks available today, the revolutionary
Wright AERO CORE™ deck. Every inch of the deck is designed to deliver unparalleled cut quality, turnon-a-dime maneuverability and the reliability you expect from Wright. The AERO CORE™ deck includes:






Compact footprint and space-saving design
Recessed caster wheels for a smaller turning radius
Air-tapered surfaces that eliminate clumping
Airflow that stands grass up for a uniform cut
Anti-scalp rollers for smooth, even results on varying terrain

Sport: Riding Mower
Whether your preference is sitting or standing, get the job done the Wright way.
SPORT X™

Master the art of mowing in virtually any environment with the Wright Sport X™. Its compact footprint and
streamlined saddle profile lets you sit or stand to navigate tight spaces. Yet its powerful engine options
and light weight deliver the speed you need to quickly finish off open areas. And its floating Aero Core™
deck provides a smooth, even cut over hills and varying terrain. Get the eye-opening results you want on
every job with the Sport X.










Rugged and durable deck sizes of 48”, 52”
and 61”
Engines: 22.0 and 23.5 HP Kawasaki; 24.2 Kohler Command Pro EFI
Floating deck design for smooth, even results
Smaller and lighter than the competition for handling tight spaces
Small footprint lets you fit more mowers on a trailer
With the seat behind the engine, you can easily step off for quick exit or to pick up debris
Operator Balance Control (OBC) lets you shift your weight instantly to handle changing terrain
Quick Cut™ height adjustment changes from 1.5” to 5.0” easily

The Sport X comes with one of the most advanced cutting decks available today, the revolutionary Wright
AERO CORE™ deck. Every inch of the deck is designed to deliver unparalleled cut quality, turn-on-adime maneuverability and the reliability you expect from Wright. The AERO CORE™ deck includes:






Compact footprint and space-saving design
Recessed caster wheels for a smaller turning radius
Air-tapered surfaces that eliminate clumping
Airflow that stands grass up for a uniform cut
Anti-scalp rollers for smooth, even results on varying terrain

SPORT RH™

Precise handling and rapid height
adjustment let you handle a variety of terrains with ease.

The Sport RH™ delivers the same lightweight, compact design as our Sport X model for handling tight
spaces. Plus it has a convenient rapid height adjustment feature so you can cut different types of grass,
on smooth or variable terrain, with complete confidence. A single, easy-grip lever allows adjustments in
precise 0.25” increments. In any landscape, the Sport RH puts you in total control.






Rugged and durable deck sizes of 36”, 48” and 52”
Engines: 18.5 and 19.0 HP Kawasaki
Rapid height adjustment design for easy cut height selection
Same compact design, light weight and operator balance control (OBC) as Sport X model for
handling tight spaces and maneuvering to better manage changing terrain
RH Quick Cut™ height adjusts from 1.0” to 5.0”

Wright provides a 2-year Limited Warranty on mowers, which covers parts and labor. See your
local Wright dealer for further details. Book a Wright Commercial Mower demo today!

